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" SAVED BY A SHADOW"

By \VILLIA~I F. RI@E

I N an Omaha criminal court a short time ago, the fate of an

accused man hung upon a shadow, that is to say, it depended

upon the accuracy with which the time of exposure of a certain

photograph could be deduced from the position of a shadow.

The circumstances were as follows:
On Sunday, May 22, 1910, a suit-case c6ntaining dynamite

was found 011 D's porch at 2.50 o'clock in the afternoon. E was

arrested and accused of having placed it there with criminal in

tent. The state produced only two witnesses, girls 17 and 11

years of age, who said that while walking in the neighborhood

shortly before three o'clock they had seen a man answering E's de

scription carrying such a suit-case. The attoruey for the defense,

John O. Yeiser, found that the girls had just come from a church

a mile away. They had attended services there, and had posed

for their photographs twice in front of the building. A promin

ent shadow in one of the pictures gave the attorney the idea of

consulting an astronomer in the hope of finding from the position

of the shadow the time at which the plate had been exposed.

Should this prove to be after 2.50 o'clock, the testimony of the

witnesses would be iuvalid.

His friends directed him to me. With the help of a sur

veyor, we measured the distances the shadow had fallen down,

eastward and northward. The data obtained furnished four

different methods of computatiou. The principle is a very

simple one to those that understand the elements of trigonometry

and astronomy. "It is briefly this" and here I am quoting

frol11 the Scientific American, of February 4, 1911 :

"It is briefly this, that in measuring the distance that a

shadow is cast down, north or south, and east or west, we can
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find the SUll'S place in the sky at the moment, alld thence deduce

the time of the day and the day of the year. For this purpose

we make use of the astronomical triangle ,yhOfe yertices are the

zenith, the pole, and the sun. The ide extending from the

zenith to the pole is the complement of the latitude of the place.

The side from the pole to the sun is the complement of the sun's

declination. The third side, from the sun to the zenith, is the

sun's zenith distance, the complement of its altitude. The angle

at the zenith is the sun's azimuth counted from the north. The

angle at the pole is the sun's hour angle, the local apparent solar

time. The angle at the sun is called the parallactic angle.

" Of these six parts, three sides and three angles, three must

be given in order to enable us to compute the rest. In the

present instance, the sun's azimuth was known from the ratio of

the distances that the shadow was cast eastward and north ward.

The sun's altitude also was known from the ratio of the "ertical

and horizontal distances. The latitude and longitude ",'ere

obtained from the city map with reference to our observatory.

And finally the snn's declination was known, because the day

was given and the hour \yas about 3 p.m.

" There were thus four out of the six parts of the triangle

gi\'en, one part more than was needed. As the angles at the

pole and at the sun were the ollly unknowllS, each of the four

known parts was in turn taken as the third unkno""IJ. This

furnished fonr methods of solving the problem, ill which, along

with the time and the paral1actic angle, the sun's altitude.

azimuth, and declination, and the latitude of the place \yere suc

cessively taken as unknowns. The results were:

3 o'clock 211l1inutes 12 seconds.

3 o'clock '21 minutes 31 seconds.

3 o' clock 21 min utes 20 seconds.

3 o'clock 21 minutes 33 seconds.

The mean of which was 3 o'clock 21 minutes '2G seconds, and

the residnals, o~ differences from the mean, 14, 5,3, I seconds,

the extremes being 21 seconds apart.

" The close agreement, of the four methods sho""ed that no
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appreciable error had been made in any of tllen!. In the first

method the azimuth of the snn had been obtained by assuming

the curb line of the street to be correctly in the meridian. The

second method Illade 110 use of the aziml1th at all. The third

method used 110 other data than the latitude and longitude of the

place and the measures made upon the building, and found frolll

them the time of the day as \yell as the day of the year. The

error ill the computed declination of the sun was about one

fourth of its daily \'ariation at the time. so that there could be

no doubt whatever of the d::l)'. The date, as far as the shadow

was concerned, might also have been July 22nd as well as J\Iay

2?nd, because on both of these days the sun's declination is the

same. But besides being altogether out of the question, the

later date was negatived by the immature condition of the foliage

shown in the photograph.

"In the fourth method the latitude, which had been taken as

unknown, differed only 4,71 miles frOIll the truth. If the time

had been given, the longitude would have been found within about

the same range.

" The data used in the problem were that the shadow had

fallen H'2:~ feet down. 13'10 feet eastward, and 3'43 feet north

ward. The horizontal distance was found to be 13'52 by

measurement and 13'5-1 by computation. Au error of one-tenth

of a foot in the shortest horizontal side would have changed the

time 1 minute 54 seconds. The same error in the altitude would

have caused a difference of 1 minute Fi seconds. The omission

of the correction for refraction would have produced a difference

of 2 or 3 seconds. The latitude was 41 deg. 16m. 42s. N. and

the longitlid,- vh. 23m. 48s. \V. The sun was 3 minutes 33

seconds fast, and the time used central time."

In order not to claim too great an accuracy for the results I

thought I would leave a reasonable margin of uncertainty by

maintaining the time 3'21Yz to be within a minute of the truth.

But even the close agreement of the four methods would

probably never have induced me to bear testimony in court, had

I 110t had the experience of a similar problem about seven years



PLATE \'1.

A SHADOW IN TIllS PICTURE PRO\TED AN ALIBI

The shadow is seen at the right, on the building. The object casting it was

easily identified, and from measurements was found to be 19'62 feet

from it at this time. From the position of the shadow it

'\"as computed that the photograph was taken

w"ithin olle minute of 3.21~· p.m., l\]ay

22, (1910).

joumal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Callada, 1913
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THREE PHOTOGRAPHS OF 'fHE SHADOW TAKEN JUST TWO YEARS LA1'ER, MAY 22, J9J 2

The width or a weathell)(>ard is 0'37 reet, and the shadow passed over one in 4m. 37s.
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before, in which I fouud the time of the day, the day of the

year, and even the year itself, from a shadow in a photograph of

our Ohservatory. Fllrther particulars in regard to both pictures

may be found in the SciellfiJic American of September 24, 1904;
February 4, 1911, and Jllly 20, 1912.

The scientific testimony split the jury in the first trial. At

the second trial the attorney for the prosecution, an expert

criminal lawyer, realized that his only hope of success lay in

overthrowing, or at last weakening, the astronomical evidence

advanced by the defence. He therefore belittled the calculations

and positive a~surance of scielltific men generally, and by his

sarcasm and witticisms kept the jury in continuous laughter.

The result was a tribute to his skill in handling a jury, an unani

mous verdict of "Guilty," which drew a sentence of fifteen

years in the penitentiary.

The defence then appealed to the Supreme Court. ""Vhile

its decision was p::-uding, the first anniversary, May 22,1911, of

the taking of the photograph occurred. The day was partly

cloudy, and pressing business made it impossible for n'e to go to

the place of the shadow. The next day, however, was bright,

and I was free to go. I then had the supreme :3atisfaction to see

with lily own eyes that the shadow must have been all the

previo:ls day so close to its place on the photograph, that my

probable error of a whole minute could not have been an actual

one greater than a quarter of that amount.

If the close agreement of my four methods of computation

had ~iven me such a degree of certainty that I could declare

upon my honor I was not in error by more than a minute, the

actual sight of the shadow increased 111y certainty a thousandfold

and made me feel that I could safely defy the world, that anyone

differing from me by more than a minute must be decidedly in

error, and that I could challenge him and everybody to come and

see the shadow at any anniversary. And if a third trial of the

same case should ever become necessary, I knEW I had an argu

ment in my possession that must convince any jury and 111USt

outw::-igh in their minds all the matl;ematics in the world.
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" Some months later" - to quote from the SciCilfiJic Ameri

can, of July 20, 1912, "the Supreme Court decided that the

accused had been convicted upon insufficient evidellce. In pre

paring for a tbird trial, the prosecution called upon G. D.

Swezey, Professor of Astronomy at the University of Nebraska,

to remeasure the position of the shadow and recompute the time.

Professor Swezey, narrating the event at a public meeting of the

:'{ebraska Academy of Science, held in Lincoln, on l\fay 3rd last,·

said that he studiously refrained from consulting or even referri ng

to any of the former measurements or findings until be had com

pleted his own calculations. The outcome vns that he obtained

a difference of only twenty-nine seconds, thus falling decidedly

within the one minute that the defence had allowed as a probable

error. The State then abandoned the prosecution."

A still more convincing proof of the accuracy of the first

calculations was to come. I felt all along that the only way to

dispel the doubts still lingering ill the minds of some people, to

whom astronomical and mathematical methods were unin

telligible, was to make a public appeal to a fact, which anyone

who \yished to might yerify for himself.

Three days before the second anniversary drew nigh, that

is, on Sunday, May 19, 1912, I published a short article in the

the TVorld-Herald, of Omaha, under the headlines, "Shadow

will be there, says Father Rigge. Scientist invites critics to

sift the evidence by observation." It reprod nced the original

photograph with its shadow, and concluded with these words:

"Next vVednesday, May 22, will be the second anniversary of

tile taking of the photograph, \Vithin one mir::ute of twenty-one

and a half minutes after three 0' clock' the shadow I"ill be ill

exactly the same position it occupied at the time the photograph

was taken. It was there last year at that time, and it will be

there each anniversary as long as the church stands. Anyone

interested in the matter may go to Twenty-eighth and Parker

Streets and \'erify the fact for himself."

\Vhen the appointed hour arrived, the Omaha Dailj' .i.\Tews
sent its photographer to take the picture of the shadow and com-
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pare it with the original. Three exposures were made: The first

at 3.20Yz, a minute before the computed time; the second at

3.21Yz, exactly on time; and the third at 3.22Yz, a minute after

the computei moment. How closely the middle picture repro

duced the exact position of the shadow as it appears 011 the

original photograph of two years before, can be seen at any time

by actual comparison. In both the lower left hand corner of the

shadow is exactly in the middle of the same weatherboard. It

is somewhat below this spot in the picture taken a minute before,

and as much aboye it ill the one taken a minute later. The

computed time was therefore certainly correct to the minute, and

probably so even within a few seconds.

NOTK-The objection may occur to some astronomers that, as tJ:e day and

the tropical year are incommensurable, the sun can ne\-er on any anni\'ersary reach

the same declination at the same time of the day, and that consequently a shadow

can never again fall on the same spot. In theory the objection is well taken, but

in practice it is of no consequence.

If we plot upon the wall of the church the path of the shadow, of which there

is qucstion in the present instance, wc shall find that at the time being it moved

at the nte of [. [4 inches or 0'°96 feet a minute, and that the paths of the preced

ing and following days were at a distanc of very nearly three-quarters of an inch

on either side, the chan~e in the sun's declination in one day being very close to

12 m'nutes of arc_ Fro:n this it follows that, because the c:t1endar year was one

fourth of a day shorter than the tropical year, the sun's declination on thc first

anniversary at the sam~ hour was less by one-fourth of 12 minutes, that is, by 3

minutes of arc, and the path of the shadow was one-fourth of three-quarters of an

inch, that is, three-sixteenth. of an inch, abo\'~ its former one of the preceding

year.

The second anni\'ersary, :\Iay :!2, 1<)12, occurred in a leap ycar. If the year

had been an ordinary one, the SlUt'S declination woultl ha\'e been 3 minules of arc

less than in the prece:ling year and 6 minutes less than it was on :\Iay 22, 1910,

and the shad 011' path w,-mld ha\'e been three-eighth of an inch higher. This was,

of course, the fact on :\Iay 2[, [912. By the follo\\·ing day, :\Jay 22, 1912, the

sun's declination had increased 12 minutes. It was, therefore, 6 minutes more

than it had been on :\Iay 2~, 1910, and the shadow path was three-eighths of an

inch lower than on that day.

,\s the two paths of :\1ay 21 and 22, 19[2, were at the Same distance on either

side of the original one of :\Iay 22, 1910, I might have taken either date, but I

judged it best to select the laller and to adhere to the ordinary meaning of the

word annivers:ll'Y in oder nol to gi\-e rise tl) this very difficulty.
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The difference of 6 minutes of arc in the sun's declination on ;\Jay 22, 1910

and :\Iay 22, 1912, d:splaced the shadow path laterally, as I ha\'e said, three

ei~hths of an inch. Th:s entailed a much smaller lon~itudinal displacement in

hour angle, in which, huwever, my probable error of a whole minute allowed me

a range of o\"er an inch, or three times as much, in either d~rection. If we take

into consideration the additional facts that a shadow is always bordered by a

penumbra which makes it diflicult to locate it with precision, and that the original

photograph is on a scale less than one-fiftieth of the reality, I think that not eyen

an expert astronomer would hesitate to pronounce tbe two photographs of the

shadow on May 22, 1910, and on May 22, 1912, as perfectly identical as ,,·otiid be

necess.uy to cOll\'ince any jury. lIe would also, I am sure, endorse tbe assertion

that within one minute of twenty-one and a half minutes after three o'clock on

Hay 22 of any year, the shadow would be as accurately in the identical spot as any

eye could see by comparing the original photograph with the reality. Future

verifications are, howeyer, no longer possible, because the building was entirely

demc>lished by the tornado of Easter Sunday, ~Jarch 23, 1913.

CREIGHTOX UNIVERSITY,

O~IAHA, EB.
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